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AUTUMN LEAVES
We have a few new leaves in town. Leaves on trees changing colors of course and leaves of veneer coming into the
warehouse! If Spring is the seasonal of cleaning and making room then Autumn is the season of bundling up and
preparing for winter. Veneer Visions will have all the spice you need in veneer news to keep you warm and up to
date on inventory, inspration, and education. The time may be changing soon but the quality veneers will remain
constant now and well into the holidays. Enjoy!

news: AWI 2017 in SC!

This year's AWI convention was
held in Charleston, South Carolina
this past weekend and it's safe to say
it was a hit! We sent Architectual
Rep., Brooke Roberson to get all the
updates and news on our
industry. After three days of
networking, seminars, plant tours,
and lots of fun she's back with a
wealth of knowledge to carry into the
upcoming year.

veneer of the month: Wavey Sipo

Designers rely on vendors to provide
them with invalubale information
from their respective industries. This
convention hosts millworkers,
architectural craftsmen, panel and
door manufacturers, and a whole
host of other supplier members.

Sipo is a West African specie similar to Sapeli and African Mahogany. It's
uniform grain and medium color make it a popular choice for fine furniture
and cabinetry. Typically veneered Sipo has a consistant Ribbon Stripe
figure but this log has a more broad, wavey figure. Like Sapeli,
Sipo produces large logs this wavey Sipo log is expected to yeild
approximatly 150,000sqft.

With connections to architectural
woodworkers all over the country
we're ready answer any question and
direct you in any way neccessary to
further your project. It's a team
effort!

DID YOU KNOW?
The typical duration of wood
veneer being fumed inside
the chamber is two weeks.

Veneer Visions is a quarterly newsletter by Interwood Forest Products. Interwood was established in 1987 as the US division of
Fritz Kohl Veneer Mill in Karlstadt Germany.
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